The effects of swimming training program on psychological health: An experimental design
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Abstract

The present experimental study was conducted to change the locus of control of university students in positive direction through their participation in a swimming training program as a group. For this purpose, 40 volunteer university students participated in the study and they were randomly assigned to experiment and control groups. Each group consisted of 20 students. The experiment group participated in the swimming training program which was conducted in three sessions, each lasting one hour a week. During this period, the control group did not participate in any regular physical activity program regarding swimming training. In this training program, series of freestyle swimming sessions were provided to the university students who had never received any formal swimming instruction before. Rotter’s Locus of Control was administered to the participants before and after the 10-week training period. The data was analyzed using SPSS 16.0 Package Program. Descriptive statistics, independent sample t-test and paired samples t test were used to analyze the data. Level of significance was determined to be 0.05. There was a statistically significant difference between experiment group’s pre-test and post-test scores (p<0.05). There was not a significant difference between control group’s pre-test and post-test scores (p>0.05). Participants in the experiment group showed more changing in positive direction than those in the control group in terms of the internal locus of control.
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Introduction

Participation in sport activities is an important factor in changing the psychological traits of people. Many health benefits arise from moderate intensity sport in people’s daily lives. It is one of the best ways to relieve psychologically and to raise mental health. For example, some studies reported that people engaged in sport increased self-esteem (Yiğiter & Bayazıt, 2013a), assertiveness (Yiğiter, 2013b), body image (Asci, 2004), life satisfaction (Valois et al., 2004) and mental health (Bailey et al., 2009; Snyder et al., 2010) while reducing anxiety (Berger, 1993; Taylor, 1999), depression (McDonald & Hodgdon, 1991; Deslandes et al., 2009). As described above, sport participation is a road map to evolve people’s health psychologically in many ways. With these positive impacts of sport participation, people feel better and may be more satisfied with their lives in general. Over and above, they feel confident about themselves and maybe do not have worries regarding their future because they learn how to control their lives and keep their bodies fit.

Sport can also affect people’s locus of control positively as locus of control is associated with the psychological aspects. This positive correlation can be explained that improving locus of control involves turning external locus of control into internal locus of control. When the locus of control is examined, typically, it can be said that people with an external locus of control believe that their actions have little impact on outcomes and there is little they can do to alter them (Rotter, 1966). Also, these people are more likely to respond to failure by giving up hope and not trying harder, and believe...
that their poor performance was caused by factors outside of their control (Anderman & Midgley, 1997). Nevertheless, those with an internal locus of control believe that outcomes are contingent on their actions and largely under their control (Rotter, 1966). These people tend to be self-motivated, work harder, and persevere longer in order to get what they want. Also, “internals” tend to be happier, less depressed, and less stressed than “externals”. It is possible for people to turn their external Locus of control to an internal one by setting realistic and achievable goals and working towards them. This builds self-confidence and ultimately allows a person to see that they can control their own lives (Yiğiter, 2013c; Agulia, 2012). Taking these features of the locus of control into consideration, it can be said that sport provides realistic and achievable goals such as teamwork, strategic thinking. Therefore, during swimming training period, students’ internal Locus of control can be improved by providing them with socialization opportunities, giving them responsibility, teaching them strategic thinking skills, and showing them how to be team.

As discussed in the first part, a range of psychological, behavioral, social, and environmental variables are associated with exercise adherence (Bauman et al., 2002; Trost et al., 2002), as is the case in the present study. Additionally, exercise is assumed to be a “social experience!” as people exercise and interact with others, meet new people, continue to develop relationships, and make friends (Willis & Campbell, 1992: Yiğiter, 2013d). In the light of this information, the swimming training program in the present study focused on changing the locus of control of the university students in positive direction. Moreover, the present study was conducted as a group and was planned by considering positive psychological outcomes for university students. The purpose of the present study is to investigate the impact of a swimming training program for ten weeks (60 min per day, 3 days per week) on locus of control of the university students. It is hypothesized that the participants in the experiment group will turn their external locus of control into an internal locus of control by participating in swimming training as a group.

**Methodology**

**Participants**

Participants were chosen from different programs of the university were volunteer students and randomly assigned to experiment group and control group. Each group was consisted of 20 students. The students with an external locus of control were observed to see what kind of changes they would experience during the 10 weeks swimming training program according to the results of the data collection tool. The swimming training program was performed in the olympic swimming pool of the university and twenty volunteer university students were accepted because of the limited capacity of the swimming pool. The attendance of the participants was regularly taken and noted by the swimming instructor.

**Instrument**

**The Rotter Internal-External Control Scale**

The Rotter Internal-External Control Scale measures an individual’s locus of control. Locus of control refers to the degree to which people attribute the source of control over events to themselves (internal locus of control) or to external measures (external locus of control) (Rotter, 1966). The inventory was adapted into Turkish in 1991 by Da (Da, 1991). The questionnaire consisted of 29 questions, with 23 items offering choices between internal and external locus of control statements and six items acting as filler questions (Thompson, 2010). Internal consistency numbers ranged from .65 to .79 and test-retest reliability numbers ranged from .49 to .83. In the study conducted by Rotter, the Cronbach’s alpha was found to be .69 (Rotter, 1966).

**Procedure**

In this swimming training program, a series of freestyle swimming sessions were provided to the university students who had never received any formal swimming instruction before. At the end of the swimming training program, all participants learned how to swim technically at the intermediate level. Before the training sessions, a meeting was held with the participants in the experiment group and all of them were given information about training times, days, how to learn during the training program, what they will learn at the end of the training program, the schedule of the sessions throughout the swimming training program and their voluntary participation. But they were not told that they were included in the experiment group and there was a control group. Moreover, the participants were made sure that all their record...
would be kept confidential. In the meeting, the researcher reported that no participant in either group knew how to swim and none of them had taken any swimming training before. The researcher administered a survey to 300 students from different programs of the university to determine participants for the experiment and the control groups. As a result, the experiment and the control groups were chosen from 300 university students and they did not know each other. Students in the experiment group were asked to bring a medical report regarding swimming training. The experiment group participated in the swimming training sessions in the swimming pool of the university for 60 minutes per day, three days per week, and for ten weeks. The sessions began with 15 min of warm-up activities. After the warm-up activities, the students were provided with 30 min of swimming training and 15 min of cool-down. The control group was told to continue their normal daily life without participating in any organized or structured swimming training. During the meeting, informed consent was signed by each participant before the psychological measurement was taken and while all scale responses were still anonymous. Consent from Research and Ethics Committee of The University was obtained for the present research.

### Data Analysis

All data were coded numerically for data entry and analysis. Participant ID codes were used to match the first and the second tests. The data was analyzed using SPSS 16.0 Package Program. Descriptive statistics, independent sample t-test and paired samples t-test were used to analyze the data. Level of significance was determined to be 0.05.

### Results

As can be seen Table 1, minimum score of locus of control was found to be 7 for pre-test and 5 for post-test in both group. Maximum score of locus of control was found to be 18 for pre-test and 14 for post-test in both group. Score of locus of control regarding all students was found to be $X_{\text{mean}} = 13.15 \pm 2.34$ for pre-test and $X_{\text{mean}} = 10.77 \pm 2.59$ for post-test in both group (Table 1).

### Discussion

The present study was conducted to investigate
the impact of participation in the swimming training program on students’ locus of control. The results of the present study indicated significant differences in the students’ locus of control as a group. The results also support the hypothesis of the study that the external locus of control was turned into an internal locus of control in positive direction through the 10-weeks period. It is also important to note that the scores for locus of control in the experiment group became lower at the end of the training program. This reduction means that “As the scores of locus of control are reduced, the internal locus of control increases”.

Considering the related studies in the literature, there are other studies about locus of control, but none of the studies in the literature came up with a correlation between a swimming training program and the locus of control of the university students. Therefore, this research can be classified as a pilot study as it used a small sample size and it is the first attempt to establish such a correlation. Also, because of the lack of previous research in this consideration, the results of the present study are very promising for the future studies. However, some studies confirmed that locus of control was associated with sport participation. Physical fitness can be an indicator of the internal locus of control since physically-fit people were found to be more internal compared to others (Adame & Johnson, 1989). Yi iter (2013d) revealed that sport participation was an essential factor associated with the locus of control. According to this study, students engaged in sport displayed an improvement in their self-esteem, and locus of control turned into more internal locus of control by participating in the team sport program. Likewise, the present study indicated that teaching how to swim to students who had never taken swimming training before could change the locus of control of the students.

In connection with methodological considerations, Morgan 1977 put forward certain methods for studies investigating the impacts of exercise on mental health. The present study used experimental design with random assignment of the participants to experiment and control groups, as suggested by Morgan. In addition, the ethical guidelines of American College of Sports Medicine were used in the exercise sessions and informed consent was obtained from each participant before the swimming training program in this study. A valid and reliable instrument was used to determine the locus of control. Also, this study was designed considering the recommendation of Mandell who reported that 60 minutes of exercise might result in more psychological benefits (Asci, 2003; Yi iter, 2013c). In this context, the study was designed in such a way that there were swimming training sessions of 60 min per day, three days per week for ten weeks.

There are some limitations in the present study which should also be noted for the future studies. In the present study, a small sample size was used and this study was the first attempt to investigate the impact of a swimming training program on the locus of control of students attending different programs of the university. Therefore, the present study provides preliminary findings for the future research on a correlation between swimming training and the locus of control. Also, the further researches are needed to investigate the locus of control of a greater number of students from different programs of the universities, and more inventories related to locus of control should be administered to participants regarding psychological parameters to reach more trustable data.

Conclusions

To sum up, it can be concluded that the swimming training is a good way of turning the external locus of control to internal locus of control of the students from different programs of the university in the experiment group in positive direction. Also, all participants in the experiment group learned how to swim technically and had a chance for social interaction. In conclusion, the present study suggests that learning how to swim is an essential variable on changing the locus of control in positive direction. The findings of the present study provide evidence for this and contribute to the future studies on correlation between sport participation and psychological health. In this way, similar programs can be improved for improving the psychological well-being in many aspects such as problem solving skill, motivation, self-esteem, and they can be added to education curriculum of the universities.
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